The recent experimental advances in capacitively coupled singlet-triplet qubits, particularly the demonstration of entanglement, opens the question of what type of entangling gates the system's Hamiltonian can produce directly via a single square pulse. We address this question by considering the system's Hamiltonian from first principles and using the representation of its nonlocal properties in terms of local invariants. In the analysis we include the three different ways in which the system can be biased and their effect on the generation of entangling gates. We find that, in one of the possible biasing modes, the Hamiltonian has an especially simple form, which can directly generate a wide range of different entangling gates including the iSWAP gate. Moreover, using the complete form of the Hamiltonian we find that, for any biasing mode, a CNOT gate can be generated directly.
I. INTRODUCTION
Among the different candidates for a quantum computer, spin qubits in semiconductor quantum dots present the advantages of scalability, long coherence times and rapid gate operations. In particular, a qubit encoded in the low-lying singlet-triplet subspace of two electrons in a double-dot has the promising features of immunity to homogeneous fluctuations of the magnetic field and purely electrical controllability [1] [2] [3] [4] . The realization of any quantum logic circuit requires single-qubit and two-qubit operations.
In the case of singlettriplet qubits, two-qubit gates may be implemented by controllable exchange coupling between two dots from different singlet-triplet qubits 1, 5, 6 ,or by capacitive coupling with no inter-qubit tunneling [7] [8] [9] [10] . The later was successfully implemented in the laboratory 11, 12 , including the demonstration of entanglement by using a Hahn echo-like sequence to produce a CPHASE gate 12 . The generation of an entangling gate by means of a sequence of two-qubit operations generally complicates the characteristics of the gate error. While errors can often be corrected by pulse sequence techniques [13] [14] [15] [16] , it is useful in that context to explicitly consider the properties of a single element of such a sequence. Of particular interest is the question of whether and how maximally entangling operations can be generated directly by evolution under a single constant segment of a specific form of Hamiltonian, information that is enclosed in its nonlocal content [17] [18] [19] [20] . The characterization of the nonlocal properties of any two-qubit operation is represented by a set of local invariants 19, 20 , thus a pair of two-qubit operations that have equal values of those invariants are equivalent up to local (single-qubit) operations.
In the present work we consider, from first principles, the Hamiltonian of two capacitively coupled singlet-triplet qubits and investigate its entangling properties, specifically its capability to directly generate a maximally entangling gate. In doing so, we consider the different ways in which the four-electron system can be biased and the respective effects on the type of entangling gates that can be generated directly. The paper is divided into four sections. In Sec.II, we introduce the two-qubit Hamiltonian, leaving the details of its derivation to the appendix section. Then, in Sec.III, we present some basics about the characterization of the nonlocal properties of two-qubit operations. Finally, in Sec.IV we present the different biasing modes employed in the analysis and the type of entangling gates that can be effectively generated with a single implementation of the two-qubit Hamiltonian.
II. TWO-QUBIT HAMILTONIAN
The system under consideration consists of two adjacent double quantum dots (DQD) separated by a distance 2R and with an inter-dot distance equal to 2a (see Fig.  1 ). Each DQD confines two electrons in the lowest orbital level of each dot, neglecting excited orbital states, where the qubit is encoded by the singlet and triplet states of the two electrons. Tunneling between dots within each qubit is controlled by adjusting the bias ε, which is proportional to the voltage difference between the right and left dot electrical gates. Inter-qubit tunneling is not allowed and the coupling is purely capacitive. Below we take the standard approach used in Refs. 8, 10, and 21, except that we consider an external magnetic field in the plane of the 2DEG, as appropriate for the system we are considering 12 , and consequently we don't include the magnetic-based phase factor in the harmonic groundstate wave functions (see Appendix A and discussion below).
The confinement potential, created by electrical gating of a two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG), at each DQD is modeled as a quartic potential centered at (±R, 0) 8, 21 :
where m is the effective mass of the electron and ω 0 is the confinement energy. The two local minima of the quartic potential can be treated as isolated harmonic wells with ground-state wave functions φ ±a . define a basis for the two-electron states of the DQD 21 :
where
] is the overlap of the harmonic ground-state wave functions, a B = /mω 0 is the effective Bohr radius of a single harmonic well and g = (1 − √ 1 − s 2 )/s is a mixing factor. Including doubly occupied states, the two-electron basis states are:
where (n L , n R ) represents the number of electrons in the left and right dot of the DQD.
The bias ε is modeled as an energy difference between single-dot ground orbitals in a DQD 8 , which can be pictured as the tilting of the quartic potential, as seen in Fig. 1 . Such difference is created by an additional bias potential V b generated by controllable electrostatic gates 2 (see Appendix A). At ε ≈ 0, when the ground orbitals of each dot have the same energy, the lowest energy state of two electrons is the singlet with singly occupied orbitals |S(1, 1) . Whereas for |ε| U , where U is the on-site Coulomb repulsion, the doubly occupied singlet state (|S(0, 2) or |S(2, 0) , depending on the tilting direction of the potential) is the ground state of the two electrons. In the intermediate region, where ε ≈ U , the ground state is a hybridization of the singly and doubly occupied states (unless stated otherwise, hereinafter we will consider |S(0, 2) as the doubly-occupied ground state) expressed as 7, 22 :
where θ is a mixing angle that parameterizes the hybridization (Appendix A).
In the ground state, by tuning the bias ε, the two electrons in each DQD can undergo a transition from S(0, 2) to S(1, 1) and vice versa, while the spin-symmetric triplet state |T 0 is cornered in the (1,1) charge configuration due to Pauli exclusion.
This change in the charge configuration along with the state-dependent Coulomb coupling between electron pairs creates an entangling interaction between qubits 7, 8, 12 . In this light, the interaction Hamiltonian of the two-qubit system in the state basis {|SS , |ST 0 , |T 0S , |T 0 T 0 } is H int = diag{VSS, VS T0 , V T0S , V T0T0 }, where V ij are the Coulomb integrals involving the hybridized singlet(7) and the unpolarized triplet states (their closed-form expressions are given in Appendixes B and C). Expressing H int in terms of the SU (4) generators, up to an identity term, gives 10 :
where the subscript 1(2) corresponds the left(right) qubit and
are the local (β 1 , β 2 ) and nonlocal (α) terms of the interaction Hamiltonian. Each qubit is separately controlled by tuning the bias ε and, consequently, changing the strength of the energy splitting, J(ε), between the singlet and triplet states. The DQD is also under the influence of an external magnetic field that shifts the energy of the polarized triplet states making them energetically inaccessible. This external field is assumed parallel to the plane of the 2DEG 12 and not strong enough to affect the exchange energy J(ε) (the wave function compression caused by the external magnetic field is perpendicular to the 2DEG's plane, where the potential confinement is already strong, see Appendix A). At the same time, each spatially separated electron in the DQD experiences a slightly different effective magnetic field due to hyperfine interaction with the inhomogeneous bath of nuclear spins, leading to a magnetic field gradient across the DQD with an energy h. As a result, the single-qubit Hamiltonian H i , i = 1, 2, in the basis {|S , |T 0 }, and assuming cos θ > sin θ in Eq. (7), is given by:
Consider now the whole system. The two-qubit Hamiltonian, which combines both single-qubit and interaction Hamiltonians, is represented in the basis {|SS , |ST 0 , |T 0S , |T 0 T 0 } (with cos θ > sin θ in Eq. (7) for both qubits) as:
For the analysis and results reported in this work, we chose our model's parameters to be similar to the experimental values reported in the literature for capacitively coupled qubits 12 . Accordingly, we have modeled the double dots using a confinement energy ω 0 = 1meV (a B ≈ 33.7nm), the effective electron mass for GaAs m = 0.067m e (m e is the electron mass), a half interdot distance a = 2.5a B and a half inter-qubit distance (from each DQD's center) R = 7.5a B . The biases in the Hamiltonian (13) are restricted to have a maximum of ε max ≈ 3.344meV, resulting in maximum parameter values J i (ε max ) ≈ 1.26µeV and α(ε max , ε max ) ≈ 3.81neV, in good agreement with the experimentally reported values of
(This bias corresponds to a ratio between singly and doubly occupied singlet content in |S of about 0.13.) The average magnetic field gradient energy is fixed as h i = J i (ε max )/10, again reflecting the experimentally reported value of h i ≈ 2π × 30MHz
12 .
III. LOCAL INVARIANTS OF TWO-QUBIT UNITARY GATES
All two-qubit gates belong to the unitary group SU (4), which is comprised of a set of local operations SU (2) ⊗ SU (2) and a set of nonlocal operations SU (4)\SU (2) ⊗ SU (2). The latter is further divided into a set of perfect entangling operations, i.e., those that can generate maximally entangled states (e.g., CNOT), and the set of nonlocal operations that are not perfect entanglers (e.g., SWAP). This division of the group SU (4) is a consequence of the Cartan decomposition of its Lie algebra 17, 18, 20 , which enables us to express any U ∈ SU (4) as
where k i ∈ SU (2) ⊗ SU (2) are local operations and span
generates the maximal Abelian subalgebra (of the algebra spanned by σ i ⊗ σ j , i, j = x, y, z), which in turn generates SU (4)\SU (2)⊗ SU (2). Because of the commuting nature of the twoqubit operators in A's exponent, the nonlocal content and, therefore, the entangling power of the gate U can be completely represented by the three real numbers {γ x , γ y , γ z }.
The above representation of the nonlocal content of a two-qubit gate is not unique. In Ref. 19 , the unitary and symmetric matrix m(U ), defined as m(
Here, Q denotes the transformation of the matrix U from the logical basis into the Bell basis. In this basis any local operation is represented by a real orthogonal matrix, i.e., Q † k i Q ∈ SO(4), making the spectrum of m invariant under local operations. In fact, the terms that form the characteristic polynomial of the matrix m(U ), and thus determine its spectrum, give a complete set of local invariants 19 :
These local invariants convey the nonlocal properties of the matrix U and have a one-to-one correspondence with the parameters {γ x , γ y , γ z } 20 . The set of numbers {γ x , γ y , γ z }, in which the two-qubit gate U is periodic, have a geometric structure of a 3-torus. An equivalent representation of the points on the 3-torus is a cube with side length equal to π. Each point in this cube corresponds to a nonlocal two-qubit operation, but different points may represent the same twoqubit gate up to local transformations. This symmetry can be reduced using the Weyl reflection group 20 , which is generated by permutations of all elements or permutations with sign flips of two elements of {γ x , γ y , γ z }. The symmetry reduction leads to a Weyl chamber, in this case a tetrahedron delimited by (γ x , γ y , γ z ) = (0, 0, 0), (π, 0, 0), (π/2, π/2, 0), (π/2, π/2, π/2), as shown in Fig. 3(b) . Each point in the Weyl chamber is a unique representation of a class of two-qubit gates that are equivalent up to local operations (except on the base where a local equivalence class may be represented by two symmetric equivalent points 20 ). For example, a CNOT gate and a CPHASE gate are equivalent up to local operations and are represented by the same point (π/2, 0, 0) in the Weyl chamber (see Table I ). Therefore, the Weyl chamber is a geometric representation of all possible two-qubit gates.
The nonlocal properties of a Hamiltonian, specifically its capability to generate perfect entangling operations, follow a condition stated by Makhlin 19 : a two-qubit gate U is a perfect entangler if and only if the convex hull of the eigenvalues of m(U ) contains zero. This condition, in terms of the local invariants, reads 19 :
Similarly, in Ref. 20 it is shown that a two-qubit gate is a perfect entangler as long 
as γ x , γ y , γ z fulfill either of the following two conditions:
where (i, j, k) is a permutation of (x, y, z). This corresponds to a polyhedron in the Weyl chamber delimited by the points (γ x , γ y , (Fig.  3(b) ). Both conditions for the generation of perfect entangling gates, Eqs. (16) and (17), are equivalent.
IV. BIASING MODES AND PERFECT ENTANGLING GATES
We are interested in finding the perfect entangling gates that can be directly generated by the evolution of the two-qubit system. We know that the capacitive coupling depends on the charge configuration of both DQDs, where the Coulomb matrix elements of the interaction Hamiltonian, Eq. (8) , are sensitive to the way in which the confinement potential in each DQD is biased. In this light, we investigate three possible biasing modes:
• Right: The confinement potentials, of both DQDs, are tilted to the same side (either side is equivalent, we choose the right side), leading to an increase of the |S(0, 2) -content in the hybridized singlet state of both qubits.
• Center : The confinement potentials are tilted towards the two-DQD center, causing the increase of the |S(0, 2) -content on the left qubit and the |S(2, 0) -content on the right qubit.
• Outer : The confinement potentials are tilted away from the two-DQD center, with a consequent increase of the |S(2, 0) -content on the left qubit and the |S(0, 2) -content on the right qubit. As seen in Fig. 2(a) , when both qubits are tilted to the same side (in this case, to the right) the sign of the nonlocal term α, Eq. (11), is negative, whereas for a tilting toward or away from the two-DQD center, α is positive. Nevertheless, the magnitude of α in the three scenarios is the same (|α(ε max , ε max )| ≈ 3.81neV). However, the Of particular interest is the case where both qubits are tilted away from the two-DQD center. Notice that at a certain point (ε 1 = ε 2 ≈ 3.25meV), with both qubits being biased symmetrically, the local exchange terms of both qubits vanish, leaving a simpler Hamiltonian
with α ≈ 0.152neV and h ≈ 0.126µeV (hereafter we make the reasonable assumption that the average magnetic field gradient is the same in both qubits,
The advantage of using certain bias positions to simplify the Hamiltonian was first pointed out in Ref. 10 . That work treats the case of large qubit coupling, α h (which implies that the hybrid state has mostly doubly occupied singlet content as in Ref. 11) , and the bias is tuned to the point where both qubits satisfy J i = 2(β i − α) to obtain a CPHASE gate. In contrast, we consider the case where the hybrid state, |S , is close to the singly occupied singlet state, |S(1, 1) , leading to longer coherence times but smaller coupling, α h, similar to the experimental situation 12 . This leads to a more complicated evolution since the off-diagonal magnetic field gradient terms of the Hamiltonian are no longer negligible. However, we will show that a maximally entangling gate can nonetheless be generated directly.
In order to characterize the type of entangling gates, up to local operations, that can be directly generated by the Hamiltonian H 0 (18) we derive the set of local invariants (15) for the operator U = exp [−itH 0 ]:
(19) With these local invariants the conditions for the generation of perfect entangling gates, Eq. (16), turn into:
(20) By plotting these inequalities in Fig. 3(a) , we find that the two-qubit operation U = exp [−itH 0 ] generates perfect entangling gates within the time interval enclosed in the rectangles, , with n = 0, 1, 2, . . ..
The interval is symmetric around π(2n+1) 2α
, i.e., the gates generated in the shaded interval,
, are equivalent to the gates generated in the unshaded half,
. The coordinates (γ x , γ y , γ z ) in the Weyl chamber that correspond to those perfect entangling gates are depicted in Fig. 3(b) . The tetrahedral Weyl chamber is depicted with black dashed lines, while the solid polyhedron, delimited with purple solid lines, represents the volume that encloses all perfect entangling gates 20 . The red thick line represents the Weyl chamber trajectory of the operation U = exp [−itH 0 ] in the time interval π 4α , π 2α . Among the perfect entangling gates that can be generated, up to local operations, with the Hamiltonian H 0 is the iSWAP gate 23 (locally equivalent to the DCNOT gate 24 ), with coordinates (π/2, π/2, 0) (see Table I ). Due to the weak coupling value taken here, the time required to generate the iSWAP gate is rather long, t ≈ 6.8µs, but still within the coherence time range for GaAs qubits reported in the literature 25 .
We also investigate the type of gates that can be generated with a single implementation of the evolution operator using the complete two-qubit Hamiltonian H, Eq. (13) . The expressions of the local invariants corresponding to U = exp[−itH] involve nested summations and the roots of a quartic polynomial, which makes it rather difficult to obtain any general insight into the type of entangling gates that can be generated directly. Instead, we target well-known perfect entangling gates (Table I ) and search numerically for any realization of U that is locally equivalent to the desired entangling gate. Accordingly, using the local invariants equations (15) for the evolution operator, U , and for a given familiar entangling gate, U, we define an objective function:
We used the numerical optimization method differential evolution embedded in Mathematica 's NMinimize function to minimize the objective function (21) under the constraint 0 < ε i ≤ ε max and t min < t < t min + 30ns, where t min = π 4|α(εmax,εmax)| . The parameters differential-weight= 1 and crossover-probability= 0.5, within the differential evolution algorithm, yielded the best performance in our particular case. We searched over 200 random seeds for solutions that minimize the objective function with a tolerance equal to 10 −6 (i.e., any solution that yields a value in the objective function greater than 10 −6 is discarded). Using more random seeds could result in additional solutions being found, but would also increase the runtime. The solutions found were further optimized using the function FindRoot in Mathematica , with a tolerance equal to 10 −20 . Among the perfect entangling gates presented in Table I, we only find zeros of the objective function for the CNOT gate, regardless of the biasing mode. In fact, the search produces many CNOT solutions with different times and bias values. Clearly, this method does not find all possible solutions since it does not reproduce the special case of the iSWAP solutions we found analytically above. However, the best CNOT solutions it does generate are faster, the shortest times being around ≈ 140ns. The Weyl chamber trajectories of the solutions are approximately on the tetrahedron's plane delimited by the points (0, 0, 0), (π, 0, 0), (π/2, π/2, π/2), resulting in similar projections of the trajectories on the planes (γ x − γ y ) and (γ x − γ z ). The projection on the (γ x − γ y ) plane for each of the three biasing modes are shown in Fig. 4(a) . The parameters that generate those trajectories are ε 1,Right ≈ ε 2,Right ≈ 3.344meV, t Right ≈ 137ns, ε 1,Center ≈ ε 2,Center ≈ 3.343meV, t Center ≈ 142ns, ε 1,Outer ≈ 3.342meV, ε 2,Outer ≈ 3.344meV, t Outer ≈ 141ns.
Notice that the bias terms ε i that gave us the shortest CNOT solutions are all close to the maximum allowed bias ε max ≈ 3.344meV. This is a consequence of the time region used in the numerical search. In order to focus on the fastest possible gates under the bias constraints, we choose the lower bound to the time region of the search to be the minimum time required by a purely nonlocal Hamiltonian H nonlocal = α(ε 1 , ε 2 )σ z ⊗σ z to generate a locally equivalent CNOT gate. That time, under the considered bias constraint, is given by t min = π 4|α(εmax,εmax)| ≈ 136ns. We allow some room for the effects of the strong local part of the Hamiltonian by setting the upper bound of our search region to be 30ns greater. If we included even longer times, we would find additional solutions with lower bias valuesand hence, lower coupling -since the gate time and coupling strength are inversely proportional.
The approximate form of the Weyl chamber trajectories corresponding to a general Hamiltonian with weak Ising coupling is discussed in Ref. 26 , where it is pointed out that when the local terms for the two qubits are symmetric, the trajectory in the Weyl chamber is approximately a straight line. This is indeed the case for the simpler Hamiltonian H 0 (18), whose Weyl chamber trajectory is a straight line as shown in Fig. 3(b) . On the other hand, when the coupling is weak and the local terms are not symmetric, the Weyl chamber trajectory of any single two-qubit operation is approximated by a sinusoidal curve that lies on the plane defined by (0, 0, 0), (π, 0, 0), (π/2, π/2, π/2). This curve moves close to the line (0, 0, 0) − (π, 0, 0) as seen in Fig. 4(b) , making the CNOT gate (π/2, 0, 0) a natural target. In fact, allowing long enough times, any combination of bias values in the weak coupling regime would eventually create an operation whose trajectory in the Weyl chamber would get close, yet not exactly equal, to the CNOT gate. However, the only way to exactly generate a CNOT gate is by a numerical search over bias values, as we have performed above. 
V. CONCLUSIONS
Using the nonlocal properties of the capacitive-based two-qubit Hamiltonian (13) and three different possible biasing modes, we have shown the type of entangling gates that can be directly generated by the two-qubit system. In particular, when tuning the bias of both DQDs in such a way that the two pairs of electrons at each DQD are slightly displaced away from their common center, there is a point where the local σ z ⊗ I and I ⊗ σ z terms of the Hamiltonian (13) vanish. At this point, the Hamiltonian can directly generate a wide range of different entangling gates, including the iSWAP (or the locally equivalent DCNOT) gate, but not the CNOT (equivalently, CPHASE) gate. However, considering the complete two-qubit Hamiltonian (13) and using a numerical approach we found that, in any of the three modes of biasing, the CNOT can be directly generated in a relatively short time. On the theoretical side, these results provide a useful characterization of the single-segment evolution of an important form of Hamiltonian. On the experimental side, these results are immediately practical, with relevance to ongoing experiments on capacitively coupled singlet-triplet qubits, and provide quantitative insight into the gate voltages that should be applied in order to generate maximal entanglement in minimal time in the presence of strong magnetic field gradients. We use the Hund-Mulliken approximation for the orbital Hamiltonian of the biased qubit 21, 27 , where only single-dot ground states (s orbitals) are considered. In our approach the external magnetic field B is assumed along the z-axis and parallel to the plane (x-z) of the 2DEG, in contrast to Ref. 21 , leading to a compression of the wave function perpendicular to the quantum dots' plane. Since the confinement is much stronger in the direction perpendicular to the 2DEG, which allows us to approximate the Coulomb interactions within a qubit using 2D (x-z) integrals, we neglect the effect of the external magnetic field on the wave function.
The two local minima of the quartic potential (1), at (±a, 0), are treated as isolated harmonic wells with ground-state wave functions:
where a B = /mω 0 . The orthonormalized singleparticle states are given in Eq. (2).
The two-electron orbital Hamiltonian is composed of a single-particle Hamiltonian for each electron, the confinement potential and the Coulomb interaction between electrons. The matrix elements of the orbital Hamiltonian are found by adding and subtracting the harmonic well potentials centered at (±a, 0)
21 , in such a way:
Here, h 0 ±a (r i ) is the single-particle Hamiltonian plus the harmonic potential, V (x, z) is the confinement potential given in Eq. (1), and C(r 1 , r 2 ) is the Coulomb interaction between electrons with κ being the dielectric constant of the host material (for GaAs κ = 13.1 0 ).
The bias ε is modeled as the energy difference between single-dot ground orbitals in the DQD created by an additional bias potential V b 28 . Its expression will depend on the "tilting modality" of the confinement potential, in such a way that the energy difference is always positive. In other words, if the DQD's potential is chosen to be tilted to the right, then the bias would be expressed as ε = ψ −a |V b |ψ −a − ψ a |V b |ψ a , whereas if the potential is tilted to the left the bias would be ε = ψ a |V b |ψ a − ψ −a |V b |ψ −a . With this in mind, the orbital Hamiltonian in the basis {|S(2, 0) , |S(0, 2) , |S(1, 1) , |T 0 } is:
] is the overlap of the harmonic ground-state wave functions, U is the on-site repulsion, t 0 is the extended hopping amplitude between dots (which is composed by the single-particle tunneling amplitude and Coulomb interaction T ), V + and V − are the Coulomb energies in the singly occupied singlet and unpolarized triplet states respectively, and X represents the coordinated hopping of both electrons between dots. The general closed-form expressions of Eqs. (A11-A15) are given in Appendix C.
Since ε is chosen to be always positive, the Hamiltonian represented in Eq. (A6) corresponds to a confinement potential that is being tilted to the right, lowering the energy of the doubly occupied singlet |S(0, 2) . An opposite scenario, i.e., the potential being tilted to the left instead, would be represented by the same matrix in Eq. (A6) but with the doubly occupied singlet states swapped in the matrix basis.
At positive values of the bias ε, close to ε max (see Sec. II) where the coupling between qubits is stronger (see Fig. 2(a) ), the doubly occupied singlet state with energy U + ε is far detuned from the other two singlets. In this light, we can neglect the far detuned singlet state and diagonalize the orbital Hamiltonian in the basis of the other two singlet states. Consequently, the lower eigenstate, when |S(2, 0) is the far detuned singlet state, reads |S = sin θ|S(0, 2) + cos θ|S(1, 1) (in contrast, if |S(0, 2) is far detuned from the other two singlet states, thus the lower eigenstate would be |S = sin θ|S(2, 0) +cos θ|S (1, 1) ). In any case, the mixing angle θ introduced to parametrize the hybrid state |S is defined as
and the hybrid state's energy is given by:
(A17) The exchange energy J(ε) is the gap between the energies of the lowest singlet state, in this case the hybrid state, and the triplet state:
Appendix B: Interaction Hamiltonian
The elements of the interaction Hamiltonian, Eq. 8, correspond to the Coulomb energy of the electrostatic interaction between electrons of different DQDs. Before we proceed, we must mention that the Coulomb interaction between DQDs creates additional terms to those included in the Hamiltonian (8) . The additional terms describe the coordinated hopping of the electrons in both DQDs, and supplementary corrections of the tunneling matrix element 8 . Nevertheless, these extra terms are at least five orders of magnitude smaller than the main energies and do not affect our results.
The elements V ij in Eqs. (9) (10) (11) are defined in terms of three Coulomb integrals describing three possible electrostatic interactions between pair of electrons from two identical DQDs. These integrals are 8 :
V n = ψ a,1 ψ −a,2 |C|ψ a,1 ψ −a,2 V m = ψ a,1 ψ a,2 |C|ψ a,1 ψ a,2 = ψ −a,1 ψ −a,2 |C|ψ −a,1 ψ −a,2 V f = ψ −a,1 ψ a,2 |C|ψ −a,1 ψ a,2 , (B1) where V n describes the interaction between an electron on the right QD of the left DQD and an electron on the left QD of the right DQD, V m describes the interaction of an electron on the righ(left) QD of the left DQD and an electron on the right(left) QD of the right DQD, V f represents the interaction between an electron on the left QD of the left DQD and an electron on the right QD of the right DQD, the subscript 1(2) correspond to the left(right) DQD.
In the main text we considered three possible biasing modes of the confinement potential of each DQD. Each of these modes have different representations of the Coulomb potentials V ij . Starting with the mode where the confinement potentials in both DQDs are tilted to the same side (we choose the right side of each DQD),
